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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Despite

the

right

expectations

for

the

in

March

2020,

the

sector

generated

Brazilian cruise sector on the 2019/2020

significant impacts due to the suspension

season, considering demand growth and

of functional movements placed only in the

economic impact, the country’s tourism

season’s final stretch.

sector’s virtually total shutdown in midMarch has changed the future of this crucial
economic sector completely, with immediate
effect on the current season.

The travel market is one of the
most affected activities by the
economic crisis due to Covid-19
containment measures.
This disease is caused by a new type of
coronavirus,

called

SARS-CoV-2,

which

has spread pandemically worldwide. In this
sense, the measures to protect the contagion
by Covid-19 demanded the establishment

The economic impact generated
by the shipowners’ expenses
for the 2019/2020 season
operation was R$ 1.130 billion,
a result of 13.2% higher than the
previous season (2018/2019).
The impact generated by
cruisers and crew members’
expenses in cities and ports of
embarkation/disembarkation
and transit was R $ 1.110 billion,
2.4% higher than the previous
season’s impact.

of social isolation rules, which caused the
interruption of much of Brazil and the world’s

Thus, the cruise ship sector’s total economic

economic activities, directly affecting the

impact

economic dynamics of the travel sector.

approximately R $ 2.2 billion (7.6% higher

in

the

2019/2020

season

was

than the result of the 2018/2019 season),
As tourism is a relevant activity for creating

generating more than 33,000 jobs and

jobs in all income ranges in Brazil, especially in

moving more than R$ 296 million in taxes.

areas with different degrees of specialization,
its interruption has significant consequences.
For the specific case of the Brazilian cruise
segment, even with the beginning of social
isolation and interruption of various activities
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TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
Evolution of numbers - In millions (R$)

49.5%

50.5%

R$ 2.241
billion

Cruiselines

Passengers and Crewmembers

Source: FGV/CLIA BRASIL

Consequently,

the

sector’s

Economic

be a little higher than that recorded (+2.1%),

Leverage Index (IAE, in Portuguese), which

with an estimated total economic impact of

means how much was generated from

approximately R$ 2.3 billion, which would

economic movement from the expenses

represent a growth of 9.9% compared to last

incurred by the shipowners to perform

season.

the season, was positive. This indicator is
particularly interesting because it presents

The favorable economic scenario occurred

how much the season’s operation boosts

mainly

Brazilian economic activities.

time window to interrupt activities was

because

the

public

authorities’

implemented in the second half of March

For the 2019/2020 season,
this index was 4.63. For every
R$ 1.00 spent by the shipowner
for the 2019/2020 season,
R$ 4.63 was moved into the
Brazilian economy.

2020,

at the end of the Brazilian season.

Much of the revenues have already been
computed. On the other hand, the number
of bookings and operational forecasts for
the 2020/2021 season has fallen far short
of the minimum operating possibilities so
far, which indicates that the sector is about

Considering historical data from the sector,

to experience its most significant economic

if the season was not affected by the

and operational crisis since the beginning of

Covid-19 pandemic, the sector’s result could

operations in Brazil.
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MAIN RESULTS
Result of the 2019/2020 season and percentage change over the 2018/2019 season.

2019 | 2020
Fuels

Taxes

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 221.5 MM

R$ 239.8 MM

- 7.6 %

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 157.4 MM

R$ 160.7 MM

- 2.1 %

Travel Agencies and Tour
Operator Commissioning

Marketing, guided tours,
local office

Water supply & waste
disposal

Wages

Variação

R$ 565.0 MM R$ 422.8 MM + 33.6 %

Supply chain

SHIPOWNERS

2018 | 2019

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 74.5 MM

R$ 81.9 MM

- 9.0 %

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 56.7 MM

R$ 40.1 MM

+ 41.4 %

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 29.2 MM

R$ 29.9 MM

- 2.3 %

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 26.3 MM

R$ 23.3 MM

+ 12.9 %
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2018 | 2019

R$ 335.2 MM R$ 329.7 MM

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 333.4 MM

R$ 325.1 MM

+ 2.6 %

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 177.8 MM

R$ 175.8 MM

+ 1.1 %

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 146.0 MM

R$ 140.9 MM

+ 3.6 %

Variação
Retail

+ 1.7 %

Food and beverage

Transportation
(before or after cruise trip)

Sightseeing

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 71.3 MM

R$ 69.1 MM

+ 3.2 %

CRUISERS AND
CREW MEMBERS

2019 | 2020

Local transportation

2019 | 2020

2018 | 2019

Variação

R$ 46.4 MM

R$ 43.7 MM

+ 6.2 %

Lodging

INTRODUCTION
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To have full knowledge about the significant
impacts of the cruise market sector on the
country’s economy, CLIA BRASIL has been
monitoring in partnership with the Fundação
Getulio Vargas (FGV), since the 2011/2012
season, data from the cruise sector.

That

has proven to positively impact the tourist
economy of essential destinations on the
Brazilian coast.
This

work

aims

to

produce

technical

information to guide public policies and
build-up strategies, scenarios, and indicators
that

support

the

economic

and

social

advantages of continuing the cruise sector’s
development, optimizing the benefits of
these essential activities in the country.
Therefore, all this information is used as a
basis for the elaboration of action plans of
CLIA BRASIL and its associates, aiming at
maximizing the positive effects of sea cruises
in Brazil, following its institutional mission.
The Brazilian cruise sector has overcome the
difficulties imposed by the various economic
scenarios over the last few seasons. It has
gained productivity with an increase of only
one ship in the 2019/2020 season.
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In the historical series, it is observed
that, between the seasons 2011/2012
and 2014/2015, there was a continuous
reduction in the flow of cruises on
the Brazilian coast. That was due to
a decrease in the number of ships,
provoking consequent shorter supply
of beds and itineraries, and has led to
a drop in the number of passengers
on board.

Clia Brasil attributes this

decrease to the unfavorable moment
that the Brazilian economy went
through and the consequent reduction
of domestic market participation in
this segment.
In the 2019/2020 season, the object
of

analysis

of

this

study,

eight

ships traveled through 15 Brazilian
destinations (Santos, Rio de Janeiro,
Armação dos Búzios, Salvador, Ilha
Grande, Ilhabela, Ilhéus, Itajaí, Recife,
Maceió, Angra dos Reis, Porto Belo,
Cabo Frio, Ubatuba and Balneário
Camboriú), 2 Uruguayans (Montevideo
and Punta del Este) and 1 Argentinian
(Buenos Aires).
For the third season in a row, there
was an increase in travelers’ number
compared to the previous season,
reaching 469,577 cruisers. The total
economic

impact

also

increased,

moving R$ 2.241 billion in the Brazilian
economy. This result could have been
even better if the world had not gone
through such a difficult period in 2020.
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The economic movement generated by cruises (considering
the expenses of shipowners and cruisers) impacts the Brazilian
economy’s various activities. The sector creates jobs in different
areas and makes revenue for the Government in taxes, moving the
economy locally and nationally.
Therefore, the businesses handled by this segment are not restricted
only to port cities. The supply chain hires services and purchases
products in different regions of Brazil. Cruise sales are mostly made
by travel agents and carried out at physical and online sales points
throughout the country.

MAIN OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

1

Analyzing the macroeconomic environment
and the cruise industry

2

To evaluate the economic impact of cruises
on the Brazilian coast during season
2019/2020

3

To evaluate the evolution of numbers from
the current season compared to the
previous one

4

To identify travelers' profiles and
travel habits

5

Estimate the impacts caused by the
Covid-19 pandemic to Cruise Industry
in Brazil
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MACROECONOMIC
ASPECTS
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Following the growth experienced in 2017 and 2018, the
global economy has operated in a slower movement in the
second half of 2019, reflecting a confluence of factors that
affected the world’s major economies. Forecasts for 2020
pointed to the expected growth of 3.6%, which is considered
stable compared to 3.3% in 2019 and 3.6% in 2018.
In 2019, growth in china’s economy slowed after a
combination of regulatory restrictions needed to contain the
shadow banking system and an increase in trade tensions
with the United States. The economy has lost its momentum
beyond expectations in the Eurozone as consumer and
business confidence has weakened. For example, we can
highlight the reduction in German car production due to the
introduction of new emission standards. The fall in private
investment in Italy as spreads widened. External demand,
especially from emerging Asia, decreased.
Tensions in trade relations have increasingly damaged
business confidence, and, in this way, expectations in the
financial market have worsened. As a result, economic
conditions became tight, initially in the most vulnerable
emerging markets, and later in advanced economies, putting
some weight on global demand.
Therefore, 2019 was marked by the slowdown in growth in
the international economy. The issue was heightened by
trade tensions between the world’s two most considerable
powers, the U.S. and China, which impacted global trade and
economic activity as a whole. In addition to that, geopolitical
tensions and particular situations in some countries (social
tensions, financing crises, environmental disasters, etc.)
have affected investors’ confidence, demand for durable
goods, and, consequently, the industrial activity.
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In response to this, central banks in major

In 2019, Brazil showed growth of 1.1%, below

world economies have adopted a monetary

the average of emerging economies (3.5%),

distress policy, with lower interest rates that, in

keeping a rate similar to that of the previous

some cases, are negative, which contributed

two years. Inflation also remained under

to the improvement of economic activity and

control in the country, 4.31%, above the target

the maintenance of its expansion.

point of 4.25%, driven mainly by the price
of meat, due to increased Chinese demand,

According to Wold Bank’s data, the world

which faced a swine flu crisis in its herds.

economy grew by 2.4% in 2019, less than
the previous two years, 3.3% in 2017, and 3%

The creation of national jobs was also

in 2018. China achieved its worst growth in

positive, but insufficient to reset the job

29 years, 6.1%, although it was a significant

losses during the last economic crisis. The

expansion compared to the rest of the world.

Central Bank of Brazil, following the global

The United States, on the other hand, grew

trend, lowered the interest rate to 4.5% at the

by 2.3%, higher than the average of advanced

end of the year. A Pension Reform, approved

economies and the Euro Zone, which grew

at the end of 2019, promises to save about

by 1.2% in the year. The U.S. maintained

R $ 855 billion over the next ten years for

record job creation, keeping a level close to

public safes and was seen as positive news

full employment. Despite this, and with rising

by the market, contributing to its adjustment

wages, inflation rates remained low in most

accounts. Despite this, Brazil ended up 2019

of the world.

with a deficit in its primary result, continuing
the trend started in 2014.

The resumption of consumers’ demand in
the second half of 2019 improved economic

Trade tensions in the world have caused

expectations for the following years. This was

investors to refrain from investing in emerging

mainly due to a more expansionary monetary

countries. The decline in interest rates

policy and the expectation of less trade

made the country less attractive to foreign

tensions between China and the U.S. with the

investors. The Brazilian currency (R$) has

signing of the first part of a trade agreement.

shown a massive depreciation against the
Dollar, with the U.S. currency reaching the
highest rate value in the history of the Real.
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For the year 2020, however, the economy’s
growth and expansion trends were interrupted
by the COVID-19 pandemic, which affected
the entire planet and has thrown economies
into

deep

financial

crises,

disrupting

economic activities considered non-essential.
Governments worldwide have implemented tax
policies in packages to recover and maintain
the economy, avoiding a deep recession in the
economy. The recovery tends to be faster with
the possible end of the health crisis.
According to the World Bank, in forecasts made
in June 2020, the world economy is expected
to fall by 5.2% in 2020, resulting in 7.7%
points lower than predicted in January 2020.
According to the forecast, advanced countries
would have a 7% drop in GDP (the U.S. would
fall 6.1% and the Eurozone would fall 9.1%), and
emerging economies would fall by 2.5%. Despite
the forecast of growth for 2021, it would not
be enough to recover the current crisis losses.
The recovery format is still uncertain and will
probably depend on the emergence of an
effective treatment or a vaccine.
According to the World Bank, Brazil would
have an 8% drop in GDP in 2020 and a growth
of 2.2% in 2021. However, market forecasts are
more optimistic of a 5.6% drop in 2020 and a
3.5% expansion in 2021. Even during the crisis,
the path of a cut in interest rates was applied
in Brazil, reaching its minimum value of 2%
in August 2020. In turn, the real continued
its depreciation trajectory, being among the
currencies that devalued the most in the world,
the Dollar reached a peak of R $ 5.89 in May
2020.
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THE TOURIST ACTIVITY
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Data from the World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)
highlight that travel worldwide reached 1.460 billion
international arrivals of tourists in 2019, resulting
from 3.6% higher than the 1.409 billion in 2018,
maintaining the record sequence growth for the
tenth consecutive year.
Of the total of 1.460 billion international tourist
arrivals in 2019, 745 million correspond to Europe
(4% more than in 2018), 361 million to the Asia Pacific
(+4%), 219 million to the Americas (+2%), 73 million
to Africa (+6%) and 61 million to the Middle East
(+2%).
Total export revenues through international tourism
(travel and passenger transport) reached US$ 1.732
trillion in 2019, representing 29% of global exports
of services and 7% of total exports of goods and
services.
Brazilian domestic tourism preferences for travel
through the national territory (domestic) far exceed
those to be carried out abroad, regardless of
tourists’ income level. That increases the relevance
of cabotage sea cruises in Brazil.
The option taken by the majority of tourists for
domestic travel can be explained by the high costs of
international travel, mainly due to the exchange rate
(high price of the Dollar and the Euro concerning
the Real), which has intensified more recently.
Another critical point is the strengthening of the
competitiveness of tourism in Brazil. These factors
provide more significant movement of the national
economy and, consequently, greater generation of
income and jobs related to tourism.
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THE CRUISE SECTOR

The Cruise Sector | 21

Investments in new cruise ships, with increased quantity and diversification of
routes over the last few years, have been driving the sector’s growth internationally.
By the end of 2020, the industry is expected to have 20 new ships in operation
worldwide, with a total additional capacity of 28,254 beds. By 2021, 29 modern
ships are already planned, with a full additional capacity of 54,442 PAX (Cruise
Industry News).
In 2019, more than 30 million cruises were sailing in the world, according to the
International Cruise Association (CLIA BRASIL). From 2009 to 2019, demand for
cruises increased 68.5%, from 17.8 million to the 30 million crossing points.

Graph 1 | NUMBER OF PASSENGERS IN THE WORLD (million)
30.0
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2010
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23.2
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Source: Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA)

It is essential to analyze the number of trips in Brazil for the Cruise sector and
prove the ability to generate tax revenue and jobs.
Among cabotage cruise travelers in Brazil, most Brazilians practice domestic
tourism, which reinforces the argument cited in the previous item. The sector is
attractive to Brazilians for its characteristics of services and possibilities of visiting
several destinations in the same trip, with a lot of comfort and good dynamics.
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Consolidated markets
Markets with growth opportunity

217,313

R$ 703.9 million

Brazilian residents
(cruises abroad)

Total income
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The number of tourists living in Brazil and who made cruise trips abroad during 2019 was
217,313, which meant an increase of 11.3% compared to 2018, generating revenue of R$ 703.9
million (23.5% more than in 2018).
Mediterranean and Caribbean were the leading destinations for Brazilians traveling abroad in
international cruises.
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BRAZILIAN SEASON 2019/2020
Since the 2011/2012 season, the number of ships in the Brazilian cabotage season began
to decrease, reaching the plateau of 7 ships in 2016/2017, which was sustained until season
2018/2019. The number of vessels has grown again in the current season (2019/2020), moving
to 8. That proves proves Brazil’s sector’s positive growth curve, either by increasing equipment
or by increasing efficiency or the average number of cruisers per ship.

Graph 2 | NUMBER OF SHIPS
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Sources: FGV / CLIA BRASIL.

During the 2019/2020 season, eight ships operated on the Brazilian coast between November
2019 and March 2020, carrying approximately 470,000 cruisers.
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469,577

462,384

418,504

552,091

549,619

596,532

732,163

805,189

792,752

521,983

358,024

300,007

225,178

139,430

396,119

720,621

Graph 3 | NUMBER OF PASSENGERS
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Sources: FGV / CLIA BRASIL.

Graphic 4 shows the evolution of ship efficiency, through the average number of cruisers per
ship per season, with growth between the 2016/2017 and 2018/2019 seasons, reinforcing the
argument of positive evolution of efficiency in Brazil, even considering the 11.1% drop in the
2019/2020 season.

58,697

66,055

59,786

51,146

55,209

54,962

54,230

48,811
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39,638

40,035

32,624

28,294

27,273

25,020

23,238

Gaph 4 | CRUISE PASSENGERS PER SHIP (AVRG)
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Sources: FGV / CLIA BRASIL.
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BRAZILIAN SEASON 2019/2020
MSC
CRUISE SHIPS

SEAVIEW

FANTASIA

POESIA

SINFONIA

MUSICA

5,366

4,363

3,223

2,646

3,013

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

1,413

1,370

1,039

721

1,014

CREW

CREW

CREW

CREW

CREW

COSTA

PULLMANTUR

CRUISE SHIPS

CRUISE SHIPS

PACIFICA

FASCINOSA

SOVEREIGN

3,800

3,800

2,733

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

1,110

1,110

867

CREW

CREW

CREW
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8 SHIPS

144 CRUISES

488,048*
TOTAL CAPACITY

28,730 AVAILABILITY

7,869 CREW

*The total capacity to be offered before the start of the season was 530,121, but it was not possible due
to the interruption ahead of schedule due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS
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The Cruise Industry has positive impacts on tourist
destinations in several aspects, increasing tourist flow,
which generates the local economy’s movement and
surroundings, creating jobs and income. In addition to
stimulating foreign exchange entry, it also promotes
the destination at the national and international levels.
These benefits depend on the following aspects:
• Type of port (whether it is port of embarkation/
disembarkation or stopover);
• Travel moment (embarking / layover / disembarking);
• Length of stay at the port of call;
• Number of ports of calls in the itinerary;
• Touristic infrastructure is available to attend the needs
of cruise passengers.
The economic impacts of the maritime cruise sector
are generated by the expenses made by travelers and
crew, in addition to the costs incurable by shipowners
during the cabotage season in Brazil. These economic
impacts are divided into direct, indirect, and induced.
Direct impacts are the amounts of expenses of travelers
and crew during travel and stopovers during the season
with the necessary goods and services. Companies and
establishments that directly receive these expenses
also need to buy products and services from other
sectors of the local economy (suppliers): these are
indirect impacts, including hotels that purchase food
and beverage services.
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During the rounds of direct and indirect impacts, revenues are reverted to residents in salaries,
distributed profits, and rents, among others. These are the induced impacts.
Among the shipowner’s expenses are wages, supply chain, water supply, waste disposal, fuel,
commission for agents and tour operators, taxes, marketing, etc.
As for cruisers and crew members’ expenses in the ports of embarkation/disembarkation
and transit, the economic movement includes purchases of sightseeing, souvenirs, food and
beverages, transportation, and lodging before or after the trip.
The present study was based on the Insumo-Produto Matrix (MIP) by the Brazilian Institute
of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) that measures economic movements and supports
calculating all economic impacts. The model represents the Brazilian economy through 68
economic sectors and 128 product categories of the Brazilian National Accounts System.
It allows estimating, through multipliers, the total impacts (direct, indirect, and induced) of
activities related to sea cruises on national production, employment, and income.
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CRUISE SECTOR IMPACTS
ON THE ECONOMY
The following figure illustrates the activities impacted by the Cruise sector.

ECONOMY

Travelers
(Passengers/Crew)

Cruise lines

Passengers
Crew

Ports

Ports Fees: taxes, pilot towing, embarking /
disembarking services, etc.

Taxes

Ports, companies in the sector: cruise sales, fuel,
employees, etc

Supply chain

Jobs

Air transport

Food, shopping, excursions, transport, etc

ECONOMIC
IMPACT

Food, beverages, water, fuel, services in general, etc.

Direct / Indirect

Commissions
Air transport

Transport
(to the port)

Car
Others (taxi, van etc)

Destination

Local tour
Income agency

Guided tours
Transport at destinatio

Tourist attractions

Food & beverage

Ticket (entrance)

Bars
Restaurants

Hotels

Hospitality
(before or after the cruise)

Retail

Shopping
(souvenirs)

TOURISM
CHAIN

Destination Image

Destination Marketing
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RESULTS FROM SEASON 2019/2020
During the 2019/2020 season, a survey was conducted with cruisers in the ports of Santos
and Rio de Janeiro. Then, another survey was conducted after the season with the leading
shipowners present in Brazil to analyze the segment’s economic impact.
To evaluate cruisers and crew members’ expenses, only those who carried out some
expenditure outside the ship, before or after the trip, were considered. Additionally, costs
made in the cities in which the ship made a stopover was also in the economic model.
The travel packages paid by cruisers (a part of this resource are used for the payment of
foreign ships), nor the expenses on board are considered to calculate economic impact.
However, the information is collected with the shipowner sums for presentation in this report.

5.2 days

R$ 3,256.27

average cruise time
on last season: 5.5 days

average expenditure per passenger
when buying the trip

According to the research data, the average ticket of cruisers in the 2019/2020 season was
R$ 3,256.27 - average expenditure per passenger on the purchase of the cruise trip.
The average cruise lenght this season was 5.2 days.

TOTAL
2013-2014

2014-2015

CRUISELINES
2015-2016

2016-2017

R$ 1,110

R$ 1,084

R$ 965

R$ 855

R$ 1,113

R$ 1,099

R$ 1,098

R$ 1,131

R$ 999

R$ 827

R$ 752

R$ 790

R$ 1,133

R$ 1,242

R$ 2,241

R$ 2,083

R$ 1,792

R$ 1,607

R$ 1,903

R$ 2,142

R$ 2,340

TOTAL ECONOMIC IMPACT
Evolution of numbers / million (R$)

PASSENGERS AND CREWMEMBERS
2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020
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Shipowner’s expenses in the 2019/2020
season operation have generated revenues
for the Brazilian Government in taxes. This

R$ 4.63
Economic movement in the Brazilian
economy, in the 2019/2020 season,
for every R$1.00 spent by the shipowner

amount was R$ 166.4 million, among federal,
state, and municipal taxes.
The cruisers and crew’s expenses generated

The total economic impact generated by

a total economic impact of R $ 1.110 billion

the shipowners in the 2019/2020 season

in the 2019/2020 season, 2.4% higher than

was approximately R$ 1.131 billion, including

the effects caused in the previous season,

direct, indirect, and induced effects. The

between

expenses with fuels are the most significant

impacts.

direct,

indirect,

and

induced

among the expenses incurred, and, in this
season, they were the ones that recorded
the highest growth, which can be explained
by the increase in the length of stay of ships

R$1.110 billion

in Brazil. The larger number of routes and

Total economic impact
on the 2019/2020 season

larger ships generated 6.1% more beds in the
2019/2020 season.

The

economic

movement

of

activities

caused by the expenses of cruisers and crew
Other essential items that registered a

members has also generated income for

significant increase were investments in

the Government in taxes. In the 2019/2020

marketing and other operational expenses

season, this tax movement was R$ 129.9

such as rents, port agency, transportation,

million at the federal, state, and municipal

logistics, travel, and entertainment.

levels.

R$ 296 million
The value moved by the cruise industry,
in taxes, during the 2019/2020 season

R$ 557.32
The average economic impact
generated by cruisers in stopovers
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ECONOMIC LEVERAGE INDEX
Taking into account the total economic movement of the cruise sector in the 2019/2020
season (R$ 2.241 billion) and the expenses of shipowners for the operation (R$ 484.3 million),
the economic leverage index (IAE, in portuguese) of the sector can be calculated. That means
how much was generated from economic movement from the shipowner’s expenses to carry
out the season.
This indicator is particularly interesting because it presents how much the operation of the
season boosts economic activity. For the 2019/2020 season, this index was 4.63. For every
R$ 1.00 spent by shipowners, R$ 4.63 was moved into the Brazilian economy.

Economic
Impact

Total
Investment

IAE

R$ 2.241
billion

R$ 484.3
million

4.63

JOB CREATION
The cruise lines and cruisers’ expenses generate relevant impacts on job creation, both within
ships and in the production chain, either in port cities and other municipalities of the country.
During the 2019/2020 season, 33,745 jobs were created in the Brazilian economy, representing
a 5.5% higher than in the previous season. Considering the total number of jobs created by
the segment, 2,188 were crew members (3.5% higher than that generated during the last
season) and another 31,577 other jobs, in a direct, indirect, and induced way (+5.6%). They
were mostly motivated by the expenses of cruise lines, cruisers, and crew in port cities of
embarkation/disembarkation, in addition to those generated in the supply chain to support
the sector.
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SHIPS PASSING THROUGH THE BRAZILIAN COAST
The following image shows data from ships passing through the Brazilian coast in the
2019/2020 season in addition to the cabotage data. These ships leave other international
destinations, stop in Brazil, and boost economic impacts following then their itineraries
worldwide (they do not do cabotage).

CRUISE SHIPS TRANSIT
24
SHIPS PASSING
THROUGH

18
DIFFERENT CRUISE
LINES

29
TOTAL DESTINATIONS

32,053
TOTAL CAPACITY

12,520
CREW MEMBERS

224
NIGHTS

250,078

110,262

CALLS x PAX

CALLS x CREW

Sources: FGV / CLIA BRASIL.
Note: Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, these numbers have been estimated for the current season based on the historical series.
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IMPACTS OF
THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC IN
THE CRUISE
SECTOR
The good prospects for tourism
at the beginning of 2020, with the
expectation of growth in various
activities, especially for the cruise
sector,

were

hampered

by

the

shutdown of economic activities in
mid-March,

completely

changing

the future of this relevant Brazilian
economic sector.
The travel market is undoubtedly
one of the sectors most affected
by the crisis due to the isolation
policy
It

resulting

involves

economic

the

from
cruise

dynamics,

Covid-19.
sector’s
leaving

almost no possibility of revenue
for the next season. As tourism is a
strongly generating activity of jobs
in all income ranges in Brazil, and
on a large scale, its depletion has
significant consequences for the
country in areas of a lower degree
of specialization.
The pandemic of Covid-19 and its
impacts affected the result of the
newly finished cruise season in
Brazil and will further affect Brazil’s
next sea travel season.
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Considering historical data on the occupancy rate offered per
season, if the pandemic and its effects had not affected the
2019/2020 season, the cruise operation results in Brazil would be
higher than that recorded (+2.1%), with an estimated total economic
impact of approximately R$ 2.3 billion, which would represent a
growth of 9.9% compared to last season.
The interruption of the season before the expected deadline has
caused booking cancellations, non-attendance of cruisers, and
revenue loss. As a result of these factors, the sector could not
prevent layoffs at the end of the 2019/2020 season. The current
prediction is to have more layoffs for the next season (2020/2021).
A governmental measure to reduce the impact of the crisis took
place in Brazil in May 2020, promoting the reduction of the workload
and salaries, which allowed companies to maintain a significant
part of the staff.
Among cruisers who would make domestic (cabotage) or
international trips, more than 30,000 people were no longer served
due to the Covid-19. That provoked an estimated loss of revenue for
companies of more than R$ 70 million.
To recover the sector as soon as possible, urgent measures need to
be taken so that the impact is less significant, relieving operational
pressure and saving jobs. Therefore, in the interviews with the
shipowners, priority policies for the sector’s recovery were also
identified.
Among the possible measures, the main priority, in companies’ view,
should be reducing operational and port costs, which should adapt
to companies’ new numbers of revenue and a cruise occupancy
rate that companies will have next season.
Another critical action for the sector, considering the medium term,
will be creating new destinations in Brazil, which would improve the
efficiency of port costs.
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PROFILE AND TRAVEL
HABITS OF CRUISERS
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In the 2019/2020 season, a survey was conducted in November
and December 2019 and a second sample in January and February
2020 in Brazil’s two main tourist ports: Santos and Rio de Janeiro.
The survey was conducted with passengers and crew in two
moments:
• At passenger/crewmember’s disembarkation (end of the trip);
• In transit carried out in the cities of Santos and Rio de Janeiro,
that is, when the passenger/crewmember disembarked the ship to
spend the day out.
There is a lot of specificity concerning the travel habits of cruisers.
The research results reinforce the argument that the cruise trip
allows travelers to know several destinations dynamically and return
to the destinations visited at another time. This survey indicated that
78% of the cruisers had left the ship at one or more stops during the
trip, and 87.2% stated a desire to return to the destination(s) visited
in a new opportunity.
Regarding the frequency of travel, 66.1% of the cruisers made their
first ship trip, while the remaining 33.9% had already traveled by
cruise, on average, approximately four times, which shows that
cruises are always taking new tourists to the destinations of the
itineraries.
Among the cruisers surveyed, 87.5% live in Brazil, with the majority
comming from São Paulo (just over 60%), followed by the State of
Rio de Janeiro (17%). Among foreigners (12.5%), Argentina stands
out, with 87.2% of the surveyed.
Regarding the gender of the surveyed, 60.8% are women, with
39.2% being male. Regarding marital status, 61.4% reported being
married or in a stable union. Regarding the interviewees’ age, 43.9%
of the respondents who participated in this survey were between 35
and 54 years old.
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In general, tourists travel accompanied (98.9%), children and relatives (51.9%), spouse (24.7%),
and friends (19.5%). Among the surveyed, 57.3% have completed higher education, and 42.8%
are employed in a private or public company. Of the interviewees, 64.5% had a monthly family
income range above R$ 5,000.

Female

60.8%

Married/
Stable Union

61.4%

PERFIL DOS
CRUZEIRISTAS

Work in a private
or public company

42.8%

Complete higher
education

57.3%
Between 35
and 54 years

43.9%
64.5%
have a monthly family
income range above
R$ 5.000

11.0% Up to R$ 2,500
19.4% R$ 2,501 to R$ 5,000
34.2% R$ 5,001 to R$ 10,000
30.3% Over R$ 10,000
0.9% No income
4.2% Not answered
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The majority of those surveyed (91.6%) want to make a new cruise trip, and when asked about
the preferred destination in Brazil, 66.2% of them reported the Northeast Coast. Among those
who indicated an interest in carrying out cruises abroad, 41.8% stated the Caribbean and
36.8% of Europe preferred to travel overseas.

Graph 7 | WOULD LIKE TO TRAVEL IN A CRUISE AGAIN
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As stated at the opening chapter, 87.2% of the interviewees indicated a indicated a willingness
to visit the destination again, which, which makes evident the destinations’ positive exposure
during cruise trips.

Graph 8 | WOULD LIKE TO RETURN TO DESTINATION
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Graph 9 | NATIONAL DESTINATION OF PREFERENCE
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Graph 10 | INTERNATIONAL DESTINATION OF PREFERENCE
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Many respondents (78%) visited a local destination in at least one scale of the trip. In addition
to that, 66.9% of the interviewees reported being available to cruise along the Brazilian coast
during the low season.

Graph 11 | AVAILABILITY TO TRAVEL IN A CRUISE DURING LOW SEASON
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BRAZILIAN
As already highlighted, most tourists who traveled on Brazilian coast
cruises in the 2019/2020 season are country nationals, representing 87.5%
of those surveyed. Due to the great importance of Brazilians for the sector,
the research results with the specific profile of this audience are presented
below.
Gender
61.9% Female
38.1% Male

61.0% Married

Marital Status
29.8% Single
6.6% Divorced
2.6% Widow

Age
(Age group)

22.6% 35 to 44 years
22.2% 45 to 54 years
21.9% 25 to 34 years
17.7% 55 to 64 years
9.3% 18 to 24 years
6.3% Over 65 years

57.4% Higher education

Education
level

23.3% High school
13.9% Post-graduation
3.4% Elementary school
1.4% Master's degree
0.6% PhD

Primary
occupation

42.9% Employee
35.6% Entrepreneur
15.9% Retired
5.6% Others (student, pensioner etc)
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Monthly family
income range
(R$)

35.9% R$ 5,001 to R$ 10,000
30.4% Over R$ 10,000
18.4% R$ 2,501 to R$ 5,000
10.3% Up to R$ 2,500
3.9% Not answered
1.1% No income

State
of residence

60.4% São Paulo
17.0% Rio de Janeiro
5.9% Minas Gerais
5.2% Paraná
11.5% Outros

Travel
companion

47.9% Relatives/children
28.3% Spouse
19.5% Friends
3.1% Group
1.2% Traveled alone

First
cruise

57.8% Yes
42.2% No

Stopovers

75.2% Yes, in at least one

24.6% No

0.2% Don't know
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92.9% Yes

Do you plan to
take another cruise?

35.8% Yes, by the Brazilian coast
31.7% Yes, for domestic destinations or outside Brazil
25.4% Yes, for international destinations
6.9% Don't know

0.2% No

Cruising in
low season

67.4% Yes

29.6% No

3.0% Don't know

I could replace
the Cruise for
a stay at a
Resort / Hotel

47.1% Yes

37.0% No

15.9% Don't know
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FACTORS OF INFLUENCE FOR THE
CRUISE SECTOR RECOVERY
As in a typical market scenario, opportunities are strategically observed
by the cruise sector in Brazil. Worldwide, the industry received 20 new
ships in 2020, with an additional capacity of just over 28,000 beds, with
more vessels and beds expected in the coming years.
Considering a post-pandemic scenario and social isolation, there are
opportunities for expansion that are continuously put into scenarios by
the sector and need the support of public policies and strategies for the
market, such as:
• In the international arena of development opportunities for the Brazilian
market, attention should be paid to the tensions established between
markets that may cause movement of substitution of destinations,
generating the need to transfer ships to other routes;
• New destinations for the Brazilian cabotage season so that the cruisers
have more factors of influence in the time of the decision for travel critical action according to the companies of the sector for recovery in
the post-pandemic period;
• After the return of business activities in the country, the return of
corporate events can once again be an excellent option for shipowners,
bringing positive results for the sector, as an alternative for organizations
that seek to get out of the conventional;
• As already mentioned in previous reports, the niche of events (such as
weddings) on the high seas should be worked as a great opportunity,
where the participants of the event, in addition to the ones attending the
party, take the opportunity to make the ship trip alongside with friends
and family.
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OPPORTUNITIES AND
LIMITING FACTORS
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OPPORTUNITIES
The most important factor as an argument for
the recovery of the cruise sector in Brazil, after
the pandemic period, is that opportunities for
economic growth and development are well
identified by country leaders and put in place as
soon as possible, focusing on job creation and
income for the destinations, with highlights for:

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES FOR
TOURISTS
• Convenience – On the cruise trip, the tourist
finds the equivalent of a package of tourist
services in only one trip: lodging, transportation,
food, leisure and entertainment (plays, dance,
parties, art, gymnastics, among others);
• Opportunity to visit multiple destinations
on the same trip – The tourist can enjoy the
trip by ship and get to know the cities of stop
while the ship is anchored in the port. Taking a
sightseeing tour in the town or having lunch at
a typical restaurant, for example, is part of the
options;
• Comfort – The ships offer quality services
and have an excellent structure to meet tourists;
• Cost-benefit – The values of cruise trip
packages are accessible, and payment terms
are

increasingly

facilitated

by

shipowners

(installments credit). Because of the large
territorial extension, the use of ships becomes
an economic advantage as well.
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EXHIBITION AND PROMOTION OF TOURIST
DESTINATIONS
The cruise seasons take thousands of passengers
and crew to several Brazilian ports, allowing many
visits to the cities where they do stopovers. Although
considered quick, these visits are relevant for travelers
to get to know the destinations and want to return in
future opportunities.
In addition to disseminating Brazilian destinations
through “word of mouth” marketing, there is also an
automatic promotion from social media, where people
share images and comments about their experiences.
Therefore, it is up to the destinations to take advantage
of this opportunity and provide quality products and
services to be offered to travelers during their stay in
the city.

JOB CREATION
The same happens to the jobs generated in ports and
cities as a whole during the seasons: commerce, bars
and restaurants, receptive services, transportation
and tourist attractions - cruisers move the entire
chain of local services.
According to cabotage law, the Ministry of Economic
states that ships that stay more than 30 days on the
Brazilian coast must have 15% of the crew composed
of Brazilians. In addition to that, the ship’s environment
promotes cultural exchange among the staff of
different nationalities, professional qualifications, and
job opportunities abroad.
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SUPPLY CHAIN AND SERVICES
The central management areas in ships are hospitality and maritime operations,
which follow international criteria of quality and operation safety. This qualifies
good on-board service and standardizes the supply chain.

The cruise supply chain is related to:
• Acquisition of fuel and petroleum products (lubricants, oils, and others);
• Corporate purchases (office supplies, computers, etc.);
• Technical purchases (engine parts, carpets, etc.);
• Hospitality purchases (food, beverages, and general consumption items);
• Purchase of fresh fruits and vegetables and other perishable items;
• Hiring entertainment services (shows, presentations, etc.).
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THREATS
Even with all the opportunities already highlighted about the cruise sector’s effects
for the country’s economy, there are still some factors that are considered limiting
factors for the growth of this market the main ones are:

TAXES AND COSTS
The operating rates practiced by Brazilian ports are not competitive when compared
to other international cruise markets. In the Caribbean, for example, taxes and fees
are much lower, making it the most attractive destination for shipowners around the
world. Some examples of costly costs are:
• Ship overnight rates;
• Pilot services;
• Towing;
• Passenger embarking and baggage rates.
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BRAZILIAN PORTS INFRASTRUCTURE
Even with the evolution of the last years of the Brazilian port system, especially in Rio de
Janeiro and Santos’s ports, there is still a need for essential interventions and public and
private investments, especially in the passenger sectors, structure for mooring, and general
services.
Part of the destinations offered does not have a port for mooring ships, and it is necessary to
use piers and private marinas. Among the critical points, the following improvement needs
can be highlighted:
• The need to improve the infrastructure for food courts and souvenir shops;
• Integration with local transport;
• Improving the time to retrieve luggage;
• Improvement of external information around the port (panel of information, directions, and
signals);
• Expansion of the maneuvering areas.
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TAXES
Concerning taxation applied to the sector, below are the
main taxes and possible improvements, especially at the time
of recovery that the industry will pass in the post-pandemic
period:
• National taxes PIS (Social Contribution Tax), PIS-Import,
COFINS (Social Security tax) and COFINS-Import, sales taxes,
fuel importation taxes;
• Local (city) retail taxes (PIS and COFINS) on chartering of
vessels (both exclusive to the cruise industry, not impacting the
cargo industry, for example);
• Iss (Local tax for the municipality) collection for the real value
of the service provided;
• Reduction of tax on international remittances - IRRF;
• Reduction of ICMS (tax).

REGULATION (MLC 2006)
The need for greater cooperation between shipowners and the
Brazilian Government is critical to consolidate agreements on
labor conventions within ships. The Maritime Labour Convention
(MLC), for example, is a Convention of the International Labour
Organisation (ILO), established in 2006, which consolidates all
updated standards and recommendations, respective to onboard work that needs to be ratified by the National Congress.

STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED IN THE OPERATION
Different stakeholders in operation, with their respective
competencies and attributions, make the process more costly
and bureaucratic. Increasing the operational flexibility should
meet the growth of the sector, enabling greater efficiency.
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AGENTS INVOLVED IN OPERATION

Ministry of
Tourism

Ministry of
Infrastructure

Federal
Police

IRS

Port
Captaincy

Port
Authority

National
Secretariat
for Ports

National Agency
for Water Transport
(ANTAQ)

Border control and passport
authorizations

Representing workers of the cruise industry

Ministry of
Economy (Labour
Secretariat)

Migration
National Council
(CNIg)

Regulation of the Transport sector

Monitoring tax payments

Unions

National Agency
for Sanitation
(Anvisa)

Sectorial regulation

Legislation for employment

Sanitation control in production
and retailing

Monitoring the operational activities of the
international crew

Operational tracking and inspection

Port administration

Support for the development of infrastructure and
superstructure ports and maritime, inland waterway,
and port facilities

Regulation of tariff s and vessel transportation
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